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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an image forming apparatus for forming an optical image, based on electrical
image information. More particularly, the invention concerns an image forming apparatus for forming a desired image
at high light utilization efficiency by using a coded phase image as an input image and giving a phase shift to a Fourier
light image of the coded phase image.

Related Background Art

[0002] A conventionally known method for microscopic observation of an object having differences of phase is the
so-called Zernike phase contrast method for emphasizing the small differences of phase in microscopy and proposals
to extend this method to the field of image display and the like are made in References 1 to 3 below by Jesper Glückstad.

Reference 1; "Generalized Phase Contrast Imaging," Patent Application WO 96/34307 (October 31, 1996)
Reference 2; "Adaptive array illumination and structured light generated by spatial zero-order modulation in a Kerr
medium," Optics Communications 120 (1995) pp. 194-203
Reference 3; "Phase contrast image synthesis," Optics Communications 130 (1996) pp. 225-230

[0003] For example, as disclosed in Reference 3, the input image is coded into a phase-modulated light image by a
phase modulation type spatial light modulator and the phase-modulated light image is displayed thereon and then is
guided through a 4f lens configuration to form an output image on an output plane. At this time, a phase contrast filter
is placed on the Fourier plane of the 4f lens configuration to shift the phase of the zero-order light component on the
Fourier plane, thereby converting the input image to the output image (as will be referred to as a target image) of
desired intensity.
[0004] Use of this phase shift image display (formation) method makes it theoretically possible to form the output
image of desired intensity at the light utilization efficiency of 100 %. Therefore, much higher light utilization efficiency
is achieved, when compared with the light utilization efficiency of about 20 % in the case of a normal liquid-crystal
television using a polarizing plate as a display panel screen.
[0005] An example of the phase modulation type spatial light modulator known is a Parallel Aligned Liquid-crystal
Spatial Light Modulator (PALSLM) as described in Reference 4; Tsutomu Hara, "Spatial light modulator and optical
analog arithmetics," OplusE, Special Issue: Optoelectronic image processing technology, March 1995, No. 184, pp.
101-108, published by Shin Gijyutsu Communications Kabushiki Kaisha. This Reference 4 reports an example to modify
the PALSLM, originally, of an optical address type to that of an electrical address type by combination with a display
screen of CRT. With this modified phase modulation type spatial light modulator, a desired input image is displayed on
the CRT and the input image is guided to the PALSLM, thereby enabling application of computer system.
[0006] Further, Reference 5; Hiroshi Imai et al., "Circular polarization phase modulation characteristics of TN liquid-
crystal panel," Optics Vol. 21, No. 8 (August 1992) pp. 42-46, presents a proposal to utilize a cheap liquid-crystal
television of high resolution as a phase modulation type spatial light modulator. This proposal also enables introduction
of computer system, because a desired input image can be displayed on the liquid-crystal television.
[0007] The above-stated proposals in References 1 to 3 can achieve desired results, if various characteristics of
optical system are ideal. In practice, however, there exists noise, for example, resulting from nonuniformity of laser
light, MTF of optical system, nonuniformity of spatial light modulator, degradation of accuracy of phase contrast filter,
temperature characteristics of each optical element, and so on. This noise sometimes made nonuniform the contrast
of the output image obtained by the real optical system, different from the ideal state.
[0008] In applications of the spatial light modulator of combination of CRT with PALSLM in aforementioned Reference
4, image distortion of CRT is normally about 3 %, which would be a serious problem in uses not permitting this distortion,
for example, in computer graphic holography (CGH) technology, high-precision laser processing technology, optical
filtering technology, optical modulation technology for separately controlling the phase and the amplitude of light, and
use of stack of plural spatial light modulators.
[0009] In applications of the liquid-crystal television in aforementioned Reference 5, since the liquid-crystal television
has the pixel structure, the maximum aperture ratio thereof is 50 % or so and optical diffraction takes place at edges
of pixel driving electrode thereof, posing a problem of large optical loss. For example, as shown in Fig. 24A, laser light
emitted from laser light source 2 is expanded into parallel light by collimator lens 4 to irradiate liquid-crystal television
6, and image light displayed on the liquid-crystal television 6 is focused by Fourier lens 8 to form an image on screen
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10 placed at the position of the focal point of the Fourier lens 8. Then, convolution noise due to diffraction at each pixel
of liquid-crystal television appears on the screen 10, as shown in Fig. 24B. The intensity of the zero-order light com-
ponent (the Fourier image appearing at the optic centre) is reduced to a fraction, because of appearance of diffraction
images around it.
[0010] Therefore, there arises a problem that an image obtained by inverse Fourier transform of the zero-order light
component is of low luminance and becomes unsharp.
[0011] The present invention has been accomplished in view of the problems in the conventional technology as
described and an object of the present invention is to provide and image forming apparatus for forming a sharp image
at high light utilisation efficiency.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention provides an image forming apparatus for forming an optical image, based on electrical
image information, comprising: an operation optical system having at least (1) a display device of a light transmission
type for, based on the electrical image information, displaying a two-dimensional input image corresponding thereto,
(2) an illumination device for radiating illumination light to the display image of the display device, (3) read light gen-
erating means for emitting coherent read light, (4) a two-dimensional spatial light modulator of an optical address type
irradiated by a two-dimensional intensity light image formed in accordance with the two-dimensional input image by
the illumination light transmitted by the display device, said spatial light modulator phase-modulating the read light
radiated from the read light generating means according to a spatial light intensity distribution of the two-dimensional
intensity light image to output a two-dimensional phase-modulated light image having a spatial light intensity distribu-
tion, (5) a Fourier lens for converting the phase-modulated light image to a Fourier light image, (6) a phase contrast
filter, disposed on a Fourier plane of the Fourier lens, for phase-shifting a zero-order light component of the Fourier
light image, and (7) an inverse Fourier lens for undergoing inverse Fourier transform of the Fourier light image to output
the optical image; and
[0013] operation controlling means for applying a desired ideal image to be formed as the optical image to a theo-
retical characteristic of the operation optical system, thereby reversely calculating the electrical image information.
[0014] Another apparatus may be constructed in such an arrangement that the Fourier lens is a first lens for one-
dimensional Fourier transform, the inverse Fourier lens is a second lens for one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform,
and a Fourier transform plane of the first lens and an inverse Fourier transform plane of the second lens are arranged
in a same orientation.
[0015] The phase contrast filter used in the present invention may be so structured that a dielectric multilayer film
having a predetermined light transmittance is interposed between a light modulating material layer biased at a prede-
termined voltage and a photoconductor layer, the Fourier light image is made incident to the light modulating material
layer and is reflected by the dielectric multilayer film to be outputted, an electrical characteristic of the photoconductor
layer is changed by a part of the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image transmitted by the dielectric
multilayer film, thereby changing a birefringence distribution in the light modulating material layer, and the light mod-
ulating material layer phase-shifts the Fourier light image reflected by the dielectric multilayer film to output the phase-
shifted light image.
[0016] The operation controlling means used in the present invention may comprise evaluation value calculating
means for observing the optical image outputted from the inverse Fourier lens and evaluating conformity of the optical
image with the desired ideal image, and variable control means for variably controlling an optical characteristic of the
operation optical system, based on the evaluation result of the evaluation value calculating means.
[0017] According to the above arrangements, the two-dimensional spatial light modulator forms the phase-modulated
light image corresponding to the electrical image information. This phase-modulated light image is converted to the
Fourier light image and the phase contrast filter shifts the phase of the zero-order light component thereof. The Fourier
light image thus phase-shifted is then subjected to the inverse Fourier transform to form an optical image of real image,
which is outputted. Therefore, the clear optical image with high contrast can be formed at high light utilization efficiency.
[0018] In the arrangement wherein the Fourier lens is the first lens for one-dimensional Fourier transform and the
inverse Fourier lens is the second lens for one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform, the Fourier light image is gen-
erated by one-dimensional Fourier transform of the phase-modulated light image, the phase of the zero-order light
component of this Fourier light image is shifted, and thereafter it is converted to the optical image of real image by
one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform. This can prevent light of high energy from being concentrated at a point
on the phase contrast filter. This can prevent damage of the phase contrast filter, in turn realizing the image forming
apparatus using the high energy light.
[0019] With use of the phase contrast filter having the light modulating material layer, the photoconductor layer, and
the dielectric multilayer film, the phase shift is automatically carried out according to the light intensity of the zero-order
light component of the Fourier light image. This obviates a need for optical fine adjustment, thereby providing the image
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forming apparatus with general versatility capable of forming further various images.
[0020] By variable control of characteristic of the operation optical system by the operation controlling means, devi-
ation characteristics from the ideal condition of the operation optical system and optical loss can be compensated for.
This achieves the excellent effect that the optical image matching the desired ideal image can be formed.
[0021] This image forming apparatus demonstrates the excellent effect, when applied to the CGH technology, the
optical filtering technology, the optical modulation technology for separately controlling the phase and the amplitude
of light, the use of stack of plural spatial light modulators, and so on.
[0022] The present invention will be more fully understood from the detailed description given hereinbelow and the
accompanying drawings, which are given by way of illustration only and are not to be considered as limiting the present
invention.
[0023] Further scope of applicability of the present invention will become apparent from the detailed description given
hereinafter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram to show the configuration of the first embodiment according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal, cross-sectional view to schematically show the structure of the parallel aligned liquid-crystal
light modulator used in the embodiment of Fig. 1;
Figs. 3A to 3C are longitudinal, cross-sectional views to schematically show structures of phase contrast filters
used in the embodiment of Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart for explaining the operation of the embodiment of Fig. 1;
Fig. 5 is a drawing to show results of experiment for checking the characteristics of the embodiment of Fig. 1,
showing various halftone images obtained by photographing output images;
Fig. 6 is a block diagram to show the configuration of a modification of the embodiment of Fig. 1;
Fig. 7 is a perspective view to show the configuration of the second embodiment according to the present invention;
Figs. 8A and 8B are a side view and a top plan view, respectively, of the embodiment of Fig. 7, viewed in the x-
coordinate direction and in the y-coordinate direction;
Fig. 9A, Fig. 9B, and Fig. 10 are perspective views to show structures of phase contrast filters in the second
embodiment of Fig. 7;
Figs. 11A-11C are explanatory drawings to show the structure of another phase contrast filter in the second em-
bodiment of Fig. 7, wherein Figs. 11A and 11B are cross-sectional views thereof, viewed in the y-coordinate di-
rection and in the x-coordinate direction, respectively, and Fig. 11C is a perspective view to show the positional
relation of its major components;
Figs. 12A-12C are explanatory drawings to show the structure of still another phase contrast filter in the second
embodiment of Fig. 7, wherein Figs. 12A and 12B are cross-sectional views thereof, viewed in the y-coordinate
direction and in the x-coordinate direction, respectively, and Fig. 12C is a perspective view to show the positional
relation of its major components;
Fig. 13 is a drawing to show halftone images obtained by photographing a phase-modulated light image and an
output image in the second embodiment of Fig. 7;
Figs. 14A and 14B are block diagrams to show the configuration of a modification of the second embodiment of
Fig. 7, wherein Figs. 14A and 14B are a side view and a top plan view thereof viewed in the x-coordinate direction
and in the y-coordinate direction, respectively;
Figs. 15A and 15B are block diagrams to show the configuration of another modification of the second embodiment
of Fig. 7, wherein Figs. 15A and 15B are a side view and a top plan view thereof viewed in the x-coordinate direction
and in the y-coordinate direction, respectively;
Figs. 16A and 16B are block diagrams to show the configuration of still another modification of the second em-
bodiment of Fig. 7, wherein Figs. 16A and 16B are a side view and a top plan view thereof viewed in the x-coordinate
direction and in the y-coordinate direction, respectively;
Figs. 17A and 17B are block diagrams to show alternative configurations of an image forming apparatus which
does not embody the present invention, wherein Figs. 17A and 17B are a side view and a top plan view thereof
viewed in the x-coordinate direction and in the y-coordinate direction, respectively;
Fig. 18 is a perspective view to show the configuration of the third embodiment according to the present invention;
Fig. 19 is a side view of the configuration of Fig. 18, viewed in the y-coordinate direction;
Fig. 20 is a longitudinal, cross-sectional view to schematically show the structure of the phase contrast filter of Fig.
18;
Fig. 21 is an input/output characteristic diagram of the phase contrast filter of Fig. 20;
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Fig. 22 is a perspective view to show the configuration of a modification of the third embodiment of Fig. 19;
Fig. 23 is a perspective view to show the configuration of another modification of the third embodiment of Fig. 19
which however does not embody the present invention; and
Fig. 24A is a schematic diagram to show the configuration of the conventional image forming optical system and
Fig. 24B is a drawing to show a halftone image obtained by photographing the Fourier light image obtained by the
optical system.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0025] The preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings. In the drawings, same components will be denoted by same reference numerals as much as possible, and
redundant description will be omitted.

(First Embodiment)

[0026] First, the first embodiment of the present invention will be described.
[0027] In the block diagram of Fig. 1, the image forming apparatus comprises an analog operation optical system
for carrying out optical analog operation and an electric control system for electrically controlling this optical system.
The optical analog operation optical system has an image writing optical system WL and a filtering optical system FL
optical axes of which are aligned with each other. The electric control system comprises a control unit 100 for carrying
out a control process described below by executing a program produced based on a preliminarily determined algorithm,
an evaluation value calculating unit 200 for carrying out an evaluation calculation process, and a memory section 300
consisting of a hard disk or the like.
[0028] The image writing optical system WL comprises an illumination light source 12, a light transmission type liquid-
crystal display panel 14, an imaging lens 16, and a two-dimensional spatial light modulator 18. The two-dimensional
spatial light modulator 18 is a reflection type parallel aligned liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (hereinafter referred
to as PALSLM 18).
[0029] The illumination light source 12 radiates illumination light of white light or the like with no peak at a specific
wavelength in the visible light region and with uniform illuminance to the liquid-crystal display panel 14.
[0030] The display panel 14 displays an input image H(x, y) for projection of an output image O(x, y) to the output
plane 34, according to image data DH supplied from the control unit 100. Here, each of the output image O(x, y) and
the input image H(x, y) indicates a two-dimensional spatial distribution of output image intensity or input image intensity,
respectively, on coordinates (x, y). Other images and light images will be represented in the same manner. The illumi-
nation light from the illumination light source 12 is made to pass through the display panel 14, whereby two-dimensional
intensity light image H'(x, y), which is a transmitted light image of the input image H(x, y), is focused on the PALSLM
18 through the imaging lens 16.
[0031] The PALSLM 18 is structured as schematically shown in the longitudinal, cross-sectional view of Fig. 2. Spe-
cifically, it has the sandwich structure wherein a photoconductor layer 18e, a dielectric multilayer film mirror 18f, and
a light modulating material layer 18i interposed between orientational layers 18g, 18h are disposed between transpar-
ent, conductive films (ITO) 18c, 18d deposited on the inside of transparent glass substrates 18a, 18b placed in parallel.
Further, nonreflective coat 18j, 18k is provided on an outside surface of transparent glass substrate 18a, 18b. The
photoconductor layer 18e is made, for example, of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and the light modulating
material layer 18i is made, for example, of a material such as a parallel alignment type nematic liquid crystal.
[0032] The control unit 100 applies ac driving voltage V18 between the transparent, conductive films 18c, 18d and
the aforementioned, two-dimensional intensity light image H'(x, y) is incident to the transparent glass substrate 18a.
Two-dimensional distribution of internal impedance of the photoconductor layer 18e changes according to light intensity
of this two-dimensional intensity light image H'(x, y) and distribution of field intensity on the light modulating material
layer 18i changes with the change of impedance. This will result in changing orientation of liquid crystal in the light
modulating material layer 18i according to this field intensity distribution. Here, variably controlling the voltage level of
ac driving voltage V18 makes it possible to adjust reception sensitivity of two-dimensional intensity light image H'(x, y),
i.e., to adjust a change amount of orientation of liquid crystal in the light modulating material layer 18i according to the
two-dimensional intensity light image H'(x, y).
[0033] In a state wherein the orientation of light modulating material layer 18i is changed, the coherent read light hν
is radiated to the back surface of PALSLM 18, i.e., to the transparent glass substrate 18b. This read light hν is made
by enlarging the laser light emitted from the laser light source 22 into uniform parallel light by the collimator lens 24
and is arranged to be reflected by the beam splitter 20 to irradiate the back surface of PALSLM 18.
[0034] Then the read light hv is modulated in phase by the light modulating material layer 18i of PALSLM 18 and
then is reflected by the dielectric multilayer film mirror 18f. Then the read light again passes through the light modulating
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material layer 18i to be again modulated in phase. The read light is then outputted from the transparent glass substrate
18b, which was the incident plane. This output light contains phase-modulated light image α(x, y) and the beam splitter
20 transmits only this phase-modulated light image α(x, y) to guide it to the Fourier lens 26. Since the PALSLM 18
undergoes the two-dimensional phase modulation of the read light hν without possession of the pixel structure, it
converts the read light hν to the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) without loss.
[0035] Letting φ(x, y) be phase components after the phase modulation by the light modulating material layer 18i,
the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) can be expressed theoretically by complex Eq. (1) below.

[0036] Let us define characteristic function F2 as input/output characteristics of PALSLM 18, i.e., as output charac-
teristics of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) with incidence of the two-dimensional intensity light image H'(x, y)
and F1 as a characteristic function of the optical system for converting the input image H(x, y) displayed on the liquid-
crystal display panel 14 to the two-dimensional intensity light image H'(x, y). Then the phase-modulated light image is
expressed as follows.

These characteristic functions F1, F2 can be preliminarily known empirically or theoretically.
[0037] The filtering optical system FL has the Fourier lens 26 and inverse Fourier lens 30 both having the focal length
f and is constructed in such an arrangement that the aforementioned light modulating material layer 18i of PALSLM
18 is positioned at the position of the front focal point of the Fourier lens 26, the phase contrast filter 28 is placed at
the position of the rear focal point of Fourier lens 26 (hereinafter referred to as the Fourier plane), and the output plane
34 is located at the position of the rear focal point of the inverse Fourier lens 30, thus composing a 4f optical system.
Further, the aforementioned beam splitter 20 is located between the PALSLM 18 and the Fourier lens 26 and beam
sampler 32 between the inverse Fourier lens 30 and the output plane 34.
[0038] The phase contrast filter 28 is structured as schematically shown in the longitudinal, cross-sectional view of
Fig. 3A. Specifically, transparent electrode material layers (ITO) 28c, 28d are provided adjacent to each other on internal
wall faces of transparent glass substrates 28a, 28b arranged in parallel. Liquid crystal layer 28e is sandwiched between
the transparent electrode material layers 28c, 28d. Then the light incident to the transparent glass substrate 28a chang-
es an amount of its phase shift taking place during passage through the liquid crystal layer 28e, according to voltage
level and frequency of ac driving voltage V28 applied between the transparent electrode material layers 28c, 28d from
the control unit 100.
[0039] Provided in the central portion of the liquid crystal layer 28e is a circular projection region 28ps of the diameter
R to which the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident (the incident region of the zero-
order light component will be called a phase shift region), and the other part of the liquid crystal layer 28e is made in
a uniform thickness.
[0040] The diameter R of this phase shift region 28ps is defined by R = fλ/D, where λ is the wavelength of the read
light hν, f is the focal length of Fourier lens 26, and D is the expanded beam diameter before the first Fourier lens. The
phase shift region 28ps is made in such a manner that the transparent electrode material layers 28c, 28d are first made
in the uniform thickness on the transparent glass substrates 28a, 28b, a circular recess of the diameter R is made by
etching, laser processing, or the like in the central portion of the transparent electrode material layer 28c, and thereafter
the liquid crystal layer 28e is placed between the transparent electrode material layers 28c, 28d.
[0041] Since the phase shift region 28ps and the rest part of this liquid crystal layer 28e have mutually different
thicknesses in the optic-axis direction, field intensities by the ac driving voltage V28 are different from each other, so
that they each give different phase shifts to the zero-order light component and higher-order light components of the
Fourier light image αf(x, y). The phase shift amounts θ can be variably adjusted within the range of 0 to 2n, mainly, by
changing the voltage level of ac driving voltage V28.
[0042] Theoretically, the phase shift of phase shift region 28ps, T(r), is given as follows.

α(x,y)=exp(iφ(x,y)) (1)
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In the equation, θ is the phase shift amount and ∆r is a radius of the phase shift region 28ps.
[0043] Then the Fourier lens 26 undergoes the Fourier transform of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) ex-
pressed by above Eq. (1), the phase contrast filter 28 gives the phase shift T(r) of above Eq. (3) to the zero-order light
component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y), and the inverse Fourier lens 30 further changes the phase-shifted spec-
trum light image back to the output image of real image O(x, y) to project it onto the output plane 34.
[0044] The beam sampler 32 is, for example, a light splitting element of 99:1. The beam sampler 32 projects 99 %
of the light image from the inverse Fourier lens 30 as an output image O(x, y) to the output plane 34 and also projects
1 % as branched light image O'(x, y) to a translucent screen 36. The translucent screen 36 is disposed at the position
of the rear focal point of the inverse Fourier lens 30 to transmit the branched light image O'(x, y) as changing it to an
optical image without phase component.
[0045] This optical image without phase component is picked up by imaging lens 38 and two-dimensional solid state
image sensor 40 disposed behind the translucent screen 36, and image data DO obtained is outputted to the evaluation
value calculating unit 200.
[0046] The intensity distribution I(x, y) of the output image O(x, y) is theoretically obtained by fourier transforming of
a phase shifted image which is a multiplication image of the phase contrast filter (Eq. (3)) and the fourier transformed
image of the input image (Eq. (1)), which is given as follows.

Here, =| |exp(iφ ) represents a complex mean value of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y).
[0047] In Eq. (4), it is theoretically apparent that conditions for making the output image O(x, y) with clear contrast
are that the luminance of portions (x0, y0) to be dark should satisfy I(x0, y0) = 0 and that the absolute value of the
complex mean value should be within the range of 0 < | |< 1. Introducing these conditions to aforementioned Eq. (4),
the relation is derived between phase shift amount θ and complex mean value , thereby obtaining Eqs. (5) and (6)
below.

[0048] Thus, in the control unit 100 detailed below, when a desired target image G(x, y) intended to be projected to
the output plane 34 is determined, the control unit 100 applies the luminance I(x, y) of this target image G(x, y) to above
Eq. (4) to reversely calculate the phase-modulated light image α(x, y), it obtains a luminance mean value of white level
portions and black level portions of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) (in other words, the complex mean value

), and the control unit puts it into above Eq. (5) to determine the phase shift amount θ of the phase shift region 28ps.
[0049] Further, the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) is put into above Eq. (2) to reversely calculate the input
image H(x, y) corresponding to the target image G(x, y) and the input image is displayed on the liquid crystal display
panel 14.
[0050] Accordingly, the control unit 100 theoretically calculates and displays the input image H(x, y) as a basis for

α α α

α
α

0.5<|α|<1.0 (6)

α
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projection of the desired target image G(x, y), assuming that the image writing optical system WL and the filtering
optical system FL are ideal optical systems without any characteristic distortion at all. Data of the target image G(x, y)
to be projected is preliminarily stored in the memory section 300, the control unit 100 reads the data of target image
G(x, y) out thereof, the control unit obtains the image data DH by the aforementioned operation process, and this image
data DH is supplied to the liquid crystal display panel 14, thereby displaying the input image H(x, y) thereon.
[0051] The evaluation value calculating unit 200 evaluates a difference between the output image O(x, y) actually
projected onto the output plane 34 and the ideal target image G(x, y) and makes the control unit 100 perform feedback
control of optical elements of the image writing optical system WL and the filtering optical system FL so as to match
the output image O(x, y) with the target image G(x, y).
[0052] Specifically, the evaluation value calculating unit 200 calculates the sum, ε = Σ(O'(x, y) - G(x, y)), of differences
between the image data DO of the branched light image O'(x, y) outputted from the two-dimensional solid state image
sensor 40 and the image data of the target image G(x, y) for the respective pixels. The evaluation value calculating
unit 200 determines an evaluation value indicating better agreement of the output image O(x, y) with the ideal target
image G(x, y) for smaller e of this sum of differences and transfers the evaluation value to the control unit 100.
[0053] Using this value as a control parameter, the control unit 100 performs adjustment of intensity of the illumination
light by controlling the driving power supplied to the illumination light source 12, adjustment of brightness (light trans-
mittance) of liquid crystal display panel 14 by controlling the voltage level and frequency of the ac driving voltage to
the liquid crystal display panel 14, adjustment of phase modulation amount of PALSLM 18 by controlling the voltage
value and frequency of the ac driving voltage V18 supplied to the PALSLM 18, and adjustment of the phase shift amount
θ by controlling the voltage level and frequency of the ac voltage V28 supplied to the phase contrast filter 28.
[0054] Then the control unit 100 and evaluation value calculating unit 200 perform such feedback control as to max-
imize the evaluation value (in other words, as to minimize the difference sum ε) by the so-called hill climbing learning
method or the like. Based thereon, feedback control is made so as to automatically compensate for the characteristic
distortion of the optical elements of the image writing optical system WL and filtering optical system FL and thereby
make the real output image O(x, y) projected on the output plane 34 match the desired target image G(x, y).
[0055] The operation of the image forming apparatus having the above configuration will be described referring to
the flowchart of Fig. 4. When an operator gives an instruction designating a desired target image G(x, y) to the control
unit 100, the control unit reads data of the target image G(x, y) out of the memory section 300 at step S1000. Next, at
step S1010, the control unit calculates, based on above-stated Eqs. (1) to (6), the image data DH of the input image
H(x, y) and the phase shift amount θ of the phase shift region 28ps of the phase contrast filter 28, as assuming that
the target image G(x, y) is projected to the output plane 34 with the optical elements being in the ideal state.
[0056] Next, at step S1020, the input image H(x, y) is displayed on the liquid crystal display panel 14 and the phase
shift amount θ of the phase shift region 28ps is set by the ac driving voltage V28. This causes the real output image O
(x, y) corresponding to the ideal input image H(x, y) where the optical elements are assumed to be in the ideal state,
to be projected to the output plane 34.
[0057] Let us consider a specific example. The dynamic range of the input image H(x, y) is maximum when the
complex mean value of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) of PALSLM 18 is 0.5. Thus, when = 0.5 is sub-
stituted into Eq. (5), the phase shift amount θ = π. At this time, supposing that the ideal target image G(x, y) is projected
to the output plane 34, the relation of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) with luminance I(x, y) of the target image
G(x, y) is expressed as follows from above Eq. (3).

[0058] Further, for the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) at  = 0.5, the following relations hold.

Wherein ∆x and ∆y denote the active area size of the input image. Eq. (8) indicates the real part of the phase-modulated
light image φ(x, y) and Eq. (9) the imaginary part thereof.
[0059] Thus, the input image H(x, y) corresponding to the target image G(x, y) is obtained by the operations of above

α α

I(x,y)=2[1-cos(φ(x,y))] (7)

α

∫ ∫∆x∆ycos(φ(x,y))dxdy=α∆x∆y

=0.5∆x∆y (8)

∫ ∫∆x∆ysin(φ(x,y))dxdy=0 (9)
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Eqs. (7) to (9) and the phase shift amount of the phase contrast filter 28 is set to be θ = Π so as to obtain the maximum
dynamic range.
[0060] Then step S1030 is carried out to observe and pick up the output image O(x, y) actually projected correspond-
ing to the input image H(x, y), by means of the two-dimensional solid state image sensor 40 and then to transfer the
image data DO obtained to the evaluation value calculating unit 200. The evaluation value calculating unit 200 calcu-
lates the difference sum ε between the image data DO and the data of the target image G(x, y) to evaluate deviation
of the output image O(x, y) from the ideal and to transfer the evaluation value to the control unit 100.
[0061] Then, at step S1040, the control unit 100 automatically finely adjusts, based on this evaluation value, the
illuminance of the illumination light of illumination light source 12, the brightness of the liquid crystal display panel 14,
the input/output characteristics of PALSLM 18, and the phase shift amount θ of the phase contrast filter 28. Then the
feedback control is made to repeat the processes of steps S1030 and S1040 so as to maximize the evaluation value
by the so-called hill climbing method. This gradually compensates for the deviation from the ideal state of each optical
element of the operation optical system, whereby the output image O(x, y) can be matched with the desired target
image G(x, y).
[0062] Fig. 5 shows results of experiment obtained by photographing output images O(x, y) with setting the phase
shift amount θ = Π and changing the phase modulation amount p of the phase-modulated light image of "B" appearing
on the PALSLM 18 in this image forming apparatus. More specifically, the output images O(x, y) were photographed
in time series while the brightness of the liquid crystal display unit 14 was under the feedback control by the control
unit 100 and evaluation value calculating unit 200. The sharpest output image O(x, y) was obtained when the phase
modulation amount ρ is Π.
[0063] The above experimental results empirically confirmed that the output image O(x, y) was able to be formed in
agreement with the desired target image G(x, y), with less noise component, and with high luminance and high contrast.
[0064] The above description concerned the example using the phase contrast filter 28 capable of variably controlling
the phase shift amount θ, but, in applications wherein the phase shift amount θ may be fixed, a fixed type phase contrast
filter for fixing the phase shift amount θ at Π for the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) may
be applied, as shown in Fig. 3B or 3C.
[0065] In the phase contrast filter of Fig. 3B, a dielectric material layer 28g of a projected shape equal to the beam
diameter R of the zero-order light component is formed in a predetermined thickness d on the light incidence plane of
the transparent glass substrate 28f. The phase contrast filter is so structured as to shift the phase of the zero-order
light component transmitted by the dielectric material layer 28g by n.
[0066] The phase contrast filter of Fig. 3C is so structured that a dielectric material layer 28i of a predetermined
thickness is made in a peripheral portion except for the portion where the zero-order light component passes, on the
transparent glass substrate 28h, thereby shifting the phase of the zero-order light component by Π.
[0067] The operation optical system shown in Fig. 1 achieved the incidence of read light hν and the transmission of
phase-modulated light image α(x, y) to the Fourier lens 26 by providing the beam splitter 20 between the PALSLM 18
and the Fourier lens 26, but the operation optical system may be configured without this beam splitter 20, as shown
in Fig. 6.
[0068] In the configuration of Fig. 6, the laser light emitted from the laser light source 22 is converted to parallel light
(read light) by one end part of Fourier lens 26' to irradiate the PALSLM 18, and the phase-modulated light image α(x,
y) read out of the PALSLM 18 is made incident to the other end part of Fourier lens 26' to effect the Fourier transform
thereof. Since the Fourier lens 26' is provided with both the essential function as a Fourier transform lens and the
function as a collimator lens, the beam splitter 20 and collimator lens 24 both can be omitted, thus realizing simplification
of configuration.
[0069] Since such exclusion of the beam splitter 20 can decrease the optical loss in this beam splitter 20, a sharper
output image O(x, y) can be obtained. The incidence of the read light hν to the PALSLM 18 may be arranged to be
done by another collimator lens different from the Fourier lens 26'.
[0070] As described above, this embodiment automatically compensates for the deviation characteristics from the
ideal of the operation optical system and the optical loss, so that the actual output image O(x, y) can be made to match
the desired target image G(x, y).
[0071] This image forming apparatus will demonstrate the excellent effect when applied to the holography technology
by computer (CGH), the optical filtering technology, the optical modulation technology for separately controlling the
phase and the amplitude of light, the high-precision laser processing technology, the use of stack of plural spatial light
modulators, and so on.

(Second Embodiment)

[0072] The second embodiment of the present invention will be described.
[0073] The first embodiment described above used the Fourier lens 26 and inverse Fourier lens 30 capable of un-
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dergoing the two-dimensional Fourier transform. Therefore, the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image
αf(x, y) is concentrated in high energy density at the optic-axis position (the center position) of the phase contrast filter
28 placed on the Fourier plane. This could result in damaging the phase contrast filter 28 in applications using the laser
light of high energy.
[0074] The second embodiment concerns an image forming apparatus that can form images by use of the laser light
of high energy, solving the above problem.
[0075] In Fig. 7 (of the perspective view) showing the configuration of the operation optical system, describing dif-
ferences from the first embodiment, the Fourier lens 26 and inverse Fourier lens 30 in Fig. 1 are replaced by cylindrical
lenses 42, 46 both having the focal length of f and the phase contrast filter 44 of different structure from the phase
contrast filter 28 is provided on the Fourier plane of these cylindrical lenses 42, 46.
[0076] Fig. 8A is a side view of the configuration of this operation optical system, viewed in the x-coordinate direction,
and Fig. 8B is a top plan view of the configuration thereof including the electrical control system, viewed in the y-
coordinate direction.
[0077] The cylindrical lenses 42, 46 are positioned both perpendicular to the optic-axis direction z and in a common
orientation on the xy coordinate plane. The first cylindrical lens 42 undergoes one-dimensional Fourier transform of
the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) read out of the PALSLM 18. Therefore, striped Fourier light image αf(x, y)
extending in the y-coordinate direction is incident to the phase contrast filter 44. The second cylindrical lens 46 under-
goes one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum light image phase-shifted by the phase contrast filter
44 to bring it back into the output light image of real image O(x, y), projecting it onto the output plane 34.
[0078] The phase contrast filter 44 is of a stationary type shown in Fig. 9A or 9B or of a variable control type shown
in Fig. 10 to Fig. 12. The phase contrast filter 44 shown in Fig. 9A is so structured that a stripe of phase shift region
44b to which only the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is made incident is made of a
transparent electrode material (ITO) on a surface of transparent glass substrate 44a.
[0079] For example, it is made by first depositing the transparent electrode material (ITO) over the entire surface of
transparent glass substrate 44a and then removing the transparent electrode material except for the portion to become
the phase shift region 44b by etching or laser processing or the like. Further, the width X of this phase shift region 44b
is designed according to X = fλ/D where λ is the wavelength of laser light hν, D is the lateral width (the width in the x-
direction in Fig. 7) of the light collecting surface of the first cylindrical lens 42, and f the focal length thereof. The
thickness d is so determined as to shift the phase of the zero-order light component by n.
[0080] The phase contrast filter 44 shown in Fig. 9B is so structured that a transparent electrode material layer 44d
is deposited on the surface of the transparent glass plate 44a, except for a stripe of phase shift region 44c to which
the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident. The width X of the phase shift region 44c
and the thickness d of the transparent electrode material layer 44d are designed in the same manner as in the phase
contrast filter of Fig. 9A.
[0081] The phase contrast filter 44 of the variable control type shown in Fig. 10 is so structured that a liquid crystal
layer 44j is interposed between transparent electrode material layers 44g, 44i placed on internal wall faces of parallel
transparent glass substrates 44e, 44f. However, the transparent electrode material layer 44g is not given in a stripe of
phase shift region 44h to which the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident. The
thickness d of the transparent electrode material layer 44g and the width X of the phase shift region 44h are designed
in the same manner as in the phase contrast filter of Fig. 9A.
[0082] By variably controlling the voltage level and frequency of ac driving voltage V44 from the control unit 100,
applied between the transparent electrode material layers 44g and 44i, a desired phase shift can be given within the
range of 0 to 2n to the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y).
[0083] The phase contrast filter 44 shown in Figs. 11A to 11C is so structured that the transparent electrode material
layer 44i on the back surface side of the phase contrast filter shown in Fig. 10 is constructed in a shape of plural stripes.
Fig. 11A is a lateral, cross-sectional view of the filter cut by the xz coordinate plane, Fig. 11B a longitudinal, cross-
sectional view of the filter cut by the yz coordinate plane, and Fig. 11C a perspective view as a perspective projection
of the major part.
[0084] The phase contrast filter 44 is so structured that the liquid crystal layer 44j is interposed between the trans-
parent electrode material layers 44g, 44i provided on the internal wall faces of parallel transparent glass substrates
44e, 44f. However, the transparent electrode material layer 44g is not provided in the stripe of phase shift region 44h
to which the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident. The plurality of transparent
electrode material layers 44i provided on the back surface side of the liquid crystal layer 44j are perpendicular to the
phase shift region 44h. The width X of the phase shift region 44h and the thickness d of the transparent electrode
material layer 44g are designed in the same manner as in the phase contrast filter of Fig. 10.
[0085] A variable resistor is connected to each transparent electrode material layer 44i and the ac driving voltage
V44 from the control unit 100 is applied through these variable resistors between the transparent electrode material
layers 44g, 44i. Since a change in resistance of each variable resistor results in a change in intensity of electric field
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exerted on the liquid crystal layer 44j in the direction of arrangement of transparent electrode material layer 44i, different
phase shifts in the direction of arrangement can be given to the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image
αf(x, y). For example, if ratios of white and black parts vary line by line, phase shifts suitable for the ratios of white and
black parts can be given.
[0086] The phase contrast filter 44 shown in Figs. 12A to 12C is so constructed that the phase shift region 44k to
which the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident is made of a transparent electrode
material (ITO), a plurality of transparent electrode material layers 441 perpendicular to the phase shift region 44k are
provided on the back surface side of liquid crystal layer 44j, and the whole is placed between transparent glass sub-
strates 44f, 44e. Fig. 12A is a lateral, cross-sectional view of the filter cut by the xz coordinate plane, Fig. 12B a
longitudinal, cross-sectional view of the filter cut by the yz coordinate plane, and Fig. 12C a perspective view as a
perspective projection of the major part.
[0087] A variable resistor is connected to each transparent electrode material layer 441 and the ac driving voltage
V44 from the control unit 100 is applied through these variable resistors between the transparent electrode material
layers 441 and the phase shift region 44k. Since adjustment of resistance of each variable resistor results in a change
in the electric field in the liquid crystal layer 44j, different phase shifts in the direction of arrangement can be given to
the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y).
[0088] In the image forming apparatus of the present embodiment structured as described above, the first cylindrical
lens 42 converts the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) read out of the PALSLM 18 into the striped Fourier light image
αf(x, y), so that the light of high energy density can be prevented from being concentrated at a point on the phase
contrast filter 44. This can prevent damage of phase contrast filter 44, thus realizing the image forming apparatus using
the high energy laser.
[0089] Further, when each optical element is adjusted by feedback control with the control unit 100 and evaluation
value calculating unit 200 as in the first embodiment, the output image O(x, y) can be formed as being very close to
the ideal state.
[0090] Fig. 13 shows results of experiment using the image forming apparatus. The left side of the drawing shows
the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) phase-modulated by PALSLM 18 and the right side of the drawing shows an
intermediate resolution image of the output image O(x, y) projected on the output plane 34. In this experiment, an array
illuminator of white 25 % and black 75 % was displayed as the input image H(x, y) on the liquid-crystal display panel 14.
[0091] For this phase-modulated light image α(x, y), there is the relation of Eq. (10) below among duties of white
level and black level, the complex mean value of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y), and the phase shift amount
θ of the phase contrast filter 44.

[0092] This means that the phase shift amount θ of the phase contrast filter 44 needs to be adjusted according to
the duties of white level and black level. Since the duties of white and black were 25 % and 75 %, respectively, the
PALSLM 18 was arranged to effect modulation of Π on the white level and modulation of zero on the black level to set
the phase shift amount of the phase contrast filter 44 as θ = Π. As the result, the output image O(x, y) was formed with
very good agreement with the target image G(x, y) and with good contrast, as shown in right side of Fig. 13. It was
also confirmed that deviation of various characteristics of the optical elements from the ideal characteristics was com-
pensated for by the feedback control of the control unit 100 and evaluation value calculating unit 200.
[0093] Modifications of Fig. 7 will be described. Each of Fig. 14A, Fig. 15A, and Fig. 16A is a side view of a modification
viewed in the x-coordinate direction and each of Fig. 14B, Fig. 15B, and Fig. 16B is a top plan view of the modification
viewed in the y-coordinate direction in correspondence thereto.
[0094] The modification shown in Figs. 14A and 14B includes a third cylindrical lens 48 behind and in the vicinity of
the phase contrast filter 44. This cylindrical lens 48 is arranged as rotated by 90° on the xy coordinate plane (perpen-
dicularly) with respect to the first and second cylindrical lenses 42, 46. This configuration is effective in forming a sharp
image with suppressing influence of diffraction.
[0095] The modifications shown in Figs. 15A and 15B and Figs. 16A and 16B are configured to realize the incidence
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of the read light hv to the PALSLM 18 and the output of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) from the PALSLM 18
without provision of beam splitter. Specifically, the collimator lens 24 and first cylindrical lens 42 are arranged as offset
at equal angle β (the maximum of which is approximately 2°) with respect to the PALSLM 18. The laser light source
22 is located to the collimator lens 24 and the phase contrast filter 44, the second cylindrical lens 46, and the output
plane 34 are located behind the first cylindrical lens 42, thus composing the 4f optical system.
[0096] The laser light emitted from the laser light source 22 is changed to the read light hv by the collimator lens 22
and the read light hν directly enters the PALSLM 18. This read light hν is phase-modulated by the PALSLM 18 and is
reflected inside to be the phase-modulated light image α(x, y) and the phase-modulated light image is incident to the
first cylindrical lens 42.
[0097] Such configuration can greatly decrease optical losses of the read light hν and phase-modulated light image
α(x, y). This increases the light utilization efficiency, so that sharper output image O(x, y) can be formed. In addition,
the image forming apparatus using the high energy laser can be realized. If the feedback control of each optical element
is employed with provision of the control unit 100 and evaluation value calculating unit 200 as in Figs. 8A and 8B,
though not illustrated in Figs. 15A and 15B, the output image O(x, y) close to the ideal state can be formed while
compensating for the characteristic deviation of actual optical elements.
[0098] In the modification shown in Figs. 15A and 15B, the condenser lens 24 is located in a direction (specifically,
the x-coordinate direction) perpendicular to the longitudinal direction (specifically, the y-coordinate direction) of the
stripe of phase shift region provided in the phase contrast filter 44. In contrast with it, in the modification shown in Figs.
16A and 16B, the condenser lens 24 is located along the longitudinal direction (specifically, the y-coordinate direction)
of the stripe of phase shift region provided in the phase contrast filter 44. Accordingly, the placement of the first and
second cylindrical lenses 42, 46 and the phase contrast filter 44 in the apparatus of Figs. 15A and 15B is in the relation
of rotation of 90° from that in the apparatus of Figs. 16A and 16B.
[0099] In the modification of Figs. 16A and 16B, since the collimator lens 24 is located in the longitudinal direction
of the first cylindrical lens 42 (or in the direction not contributing to the Fourier transform), slight deviation of position
of the collimator lens 24 in this direction will not result in greatly degrading the characteristics of the total optical system.
Therefore, the modification of Figs. 16A and 16B has an advantage that optical adjustment becomes easier than in
the modification of Figs. 15A and 15B.
[0100] Alternative configurations of an image forming apparatus will be described referring to Figs. 17A and 17B.
Fig. 17A is a side view of the apparatus viewed in the X-coordinate direction and Fig. 17B is a top plan view of the
apparatus viewed in the y-coordinate direction.
[0101] The first and second embodiments are configured to effect phase coding of the input image H (x,y) to the
phase-modulated light image α(x,y) by use of the display means as a combination of the liquid-crystal display panel
14 with the PALSLM 18. The configurations of Figs. 17A and 17B adopt the display means realised in another config-
uration.
[0102] In Figs. 17A and 17B, phase modulation type liquid-crystal display panel 50 is disposed at the position of the
front focal point of he first cylindrical lens 42, the laser light emitted from the laser light source 22 is converted to the
read light hν of parallel light by the collimator lens 24, and the read light hν is phase-modulated according to the input
image H(x,y) displayed in the liquid crystal display panel 50 to become the phase modulated light image α(x,y) and to
be guided into the first cylindrical lens 42. Then the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image α(x,y) is
phase-shifted by the phase contrast filter 44, it is then subject to the inverse Fourier transform in the second cylindrical
lens 46 to become the output image of real image O(x,y), and the output image is projected to the output plane 34.
[0103] The apparatus is provided with the control unit 100, the evaluation value calculating unit 200, and the memory
section 300 as in Figs. 8A and 8B, though not illustrated in Figs. 17A and 17B, to display the input image H (x,y)
theoretically obtained from the desired target image G (x,y) and to perform the feedback control of each optical element.
[0104] Since these configurations exclude the PALSLM, the operation optical system can be simplified.

(Third Embodiment)

[0105] The third embodiment of the present invention will be described.
[0106] In the first and second embodiments, the phase shift region of the phase contrast filter 28, 44 placed on the
Fourier plane is formed in such a geometric shape as to make only the zero-order light component of Fourier light
image α(x,y) incident thereto. However, since the width of the spectrum distribution of this zero-order light component
is extremely narrow, the processing technology of very high accuracy is necessitated. In addition, adjustment of optic
axis with high accuracy is also necessitated. When the diameter of the Fourier light image α(x,y) changes, the shape
and the position of the phase shift region cannot be changed. It is thus not easy to be ready for a variety of image
forming processes. The third embodiment solved this problem.
[0107] The third embodiment, as shown in the perspective view thereof in Fig. 18 and in the side view thereof in Fig.
19, comprises illumination light source 52 for emitting the illumination light of white light or the like with no peak at a
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specific wavelength in the visible light region and with uniform illuminance, transmission type liquid-crystal display
panel 54 for displaying the input image H(x, y), and imaging lens 56 for forming the two-dimensional intensity light
image H'(x, y), which appears when the illumination light is transmitted by the liquid crystal display panel 54, on the
input plane of PALSLM 58, thus composing the image writing optical system.
[0108] Further, the apparatus comprises condenser lens 60 and laser light source 62 for radiating the coherent read
light hν to the output plane of PALSLM 58, Fourier lens 64 for undergoing the Fourier transform of the phase-modulated
light image α(x, y) emergent from the PALSLM 58, phase contrast filter 66, disposed on the Fourier plane, for phase-
shifting and reflecting the Fourier light image αf(x, y), inverse Fourier lens 68 for undergoing the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the spectrum light image phase-shifted by the phase contrast filter 66, and output plane 70 onto which the
output image O(x, y) as a real image changed by the inverse Fourier transform is projected, thus composing the filtering
optical system.
[0109] Here, the PALSLM 58 is the parallel aligned liquid-crystal spatial light modulator described in the first and
second embodiments, and the condenser lens 60 and Fourier lens 64 are positioned so as to equalize an angle of
incidence of the read light hν to the PALSLM 58 to an angle of emergence of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y)
therefrom.
[0110] The phase contrast filter 66 is structured as schematically shown in the longitudinal, cross-sectional view of
Fig. 20. Specifically, it has such sandwich structure that photoconductor layer 66e, dielectric multilayer film mirror 66f,
and light modulating material layer 66i placed between orientational layers 66g, 66h are interposed between transpar-
ent, conductive films (ITO) 66c, 66d deposited inside parallel transparent glass substrate 66a and opaque glass sub-
strate 66b. Further, nonreflective coat 66j is provided on the outside wall of transparent glass substrate 66a. The
photoconductor layer 66e is made, for example, of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and the light modulating
material layer 66i is made, for example, of a material such as the nematic liquid crystal of the parallel alignment type.
[0111] Further, the longitudinal or lateral width W of phase contrast filter 66 (the longitudinal or lateral width of the
end face to which the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident) is determined as follows.

[0112] Here, f is the focal length of Fourier lens 64, λ the center wavelength of the read light hν, and D the maximum
width of the phase-modulated light image α(x, y).
[0113] The intensity of the zero-order light is given as the Eqs. (5) and (6). When | | equals to 0.5, the intensity of
the zero-order light has 50% energy of the input image. The size of the first order is about fλ/D, where λ is the wavelength
of the read light, f is the focal length of Fourier lens 26 and D is the expanded beam diameter before the Foureier lens 26.
[0114] The dielectric multilayer film mirror 66f has the stack structure of dielectric thin films and is so designed as to
reflect, for example, 99.95 % of the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) and to transmit the
rest, 0.05 % thereof, depending upon the number of dielectric thin film layers.
[0115] When the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is incident to the dielectric multilayer film mirror 66f, 0.05 % of the zero-
order light component passes (or leaks) through the dielectric multilayer film mirror 66f to enter the photoconductor
layer 66e, causing an impedance change in the incident portion of this leak light ∆αf, according to the light intensity
thereof. This impedance change of the photoconductor layer 66e causes a change of field intensity, whereby the light
modulating material layer 66i is made to have an orientation according to the light intensity of the zero-order light
component. The remaining part of Fourier light image αf(x, y) is reflected by the dielectric multilayer film mirror 66f to
be outputted through the light modulating material layer 66i to the transparent glass substrate 66a. Here, the zero-
order light component is phase-shifted by the aforementioned orientation during passage through the light modulating
material layer 66i.
[0116] As described above, the phase contrast filter 66 automatically sets the phase shift amount e and the phase
shift region according to the light intensity of the zero-order light component of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) and
outputs the zero-order light component with shifting the phase thereof by the phase shift amount θ. Therefore, posi-
tioning of the phase contrast filter is unnecessary, stability of optical system is enhanced greatly, and the apparatus
can be applied to formation of images having various shapes without being limited to specific images. In addition, the
phase shift amount θ can be adjusted by variably controlling the voltage level or the frequency of the ac driving voltage
V66 applied to the transparent electrode films 66c, 66d.
[0117] Then the spectrum light image outgoing from the phase contrast filter 66 is subject to the inverse Fourier
transform in the inverse Fourier lens 68 to be the output image O(x, y) of real image, which is projected to the output
plane 70.
[0118] Fig. 21 is an input/output characteristic diagram of the phase contrast filter 66, showing the relation of phase
shift amount θ to intensity of leak light with a parameter of ac driving voltage V66. As apparent from Fig. 21, phase shift
amounts θ are almost proportional to logarithms of quantity of incident light (quantity of leak light) and come to saturate

W>f/λD (11)
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after the light quantity becomes over a certain level. Further, the filter also has such a characteristic that changing of
the ac driving voltage V66 results in changing the saturation value of phase shift amount θ.
[0119] Therefore, carried out in practical use is a process of finely adjusting the phase shift amount θ, for example,
by preliminarily setting a desired phase shift amount θ by the ac driving voltage V66 or by performing the feedback
control of this ac driving voltage V66 so as to make the output image O(x, y) matched with the desired target image G
(x, y) as monitoring the output image.
[0120] Let us consider a specific example. Supposing the wavelength of read light hν is 633 µm, the intensity thereof
is 1 mW/cm2, the diameter D thereof is 1cm, the focal length f of the Fourier lens 64 is 400 mm, and the zero-order
light intensity of the Fourier light image αf(x, y) is coded to 50 %. Then the average intensity of the zero-order light
component and the spot diameter r0 are calculated as follows.

[0121] If the transmittance of the dielectric multilayer film mirror 66f of the phase contrast filter 66 is 99.95 %, the
intensity of the leak light ∆αf is 2 3 105 mW/cm2. It is seen from the characteristic diagram (Fig. 21) that sufficient
phase shift amounts θ can be obtained even with such weak leak light ∆αf. Therefore, the optical loss of the phase
contrast filter 66 is negligible, thereby achieving excellent light utilisation efficiency.
[0122] If each optical element is subjected to the feedback control by the control unit 100 and the evaluation value
calculating unit 200 as in the first embodiment, the output image O(x,y) can be formed as being very close to the ideal
state.
[0123] A modification of the present embodiment will be described referring to Fig. 22. In Fig. 22 identical or equivalent
portions to those in Fig. 18 are denoted by the same reference symbols. This modification uses cylindrical lenses 72,
74 in place of the Fourier lenses 64, 68 for the two-dimensional Fourier transform, to construct the 4f optical system.
According to this configuration, the first cylindrical lens 72 undergoes the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the
phase-modulated light image α (x,y) thereof is formed on the phase contrast filter 66. Therefore, the phase contrast
filter 66 can be prevented from being damaged. In addition, the modification enables image formation utilising the high
energy laser.
[0124] Another modification of an image forming apparatus will be described referring to Fig. 23. This modification
is so configured that the phase modulation type liquid-crystal display panel 76 is located at the position of the front
focal point of the Fourier lens 64 and the coherent read light hv emitted from the collimator lens 60 and laser light
source 62 is made to pass the input light image (x,y) displayed on the liquid-crystal display panel 76, thereby generating
the phase-modulated light image α (x,y).
[0125] Since this modification excludes the PALSLM, it has the effect that the operation optical system can be sim-
plified.
[0126] The above description showed the configurations using the PALSLM as a spatial light modulator, but the
spatial light modulator of the present invention is not limited to this. For example, it can be selected from liquid-crystal
spatial light modulators utilising the twist nematic liquid crystal (TNLC), the ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC), and the
like, and optical address type or electrical address type spatial light modulators utilising various light modulating ma-
terials such as electrooptic crystals.

Claims

1. An image forming apparatus for forming a two-dimensional optical image, based on electric image information,
comprising:-

an operation optical system, said operation optical system having at least:
a light transmission type display device (14, 4) for, based on said electric image information, displaying a two-
dimensional input image corresponding thereto,

I

I=|α|xIinput 3 (ΠD2)

=0.53(1310-3) 3 (Π30.52)

=4310-4[W] (12)

r0=fλ/D '=25 [µm] (13)
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an illumination device (12, 52) for radiating illumination light to the display image on said display device (14, 54),
read light generating means (22, 62) for emitting coherent read light,
optical address type two-dimensional spatial light modulating means (18, 58) irradiated by a two-dimensional
intensity light image formed according to said two-dimensional input image by said illumination light transmitted
by said display device (14, 54), said spatial light modulating means (18, 58) phase-modulating the read light
radiated from said read light generating means (22, 62) according to a spatial light intensity distribution of the
two-dimensional intensity light image to output a two-dimensional phase-modulated light image having a spa-
tial light intensity distribution,
a Fourier lens (26, 26', 64) for converting said phase-modulated light image to a Fourier light image,
a phase contrast filter (28, 44, 66) provided on a Fourier plane of said Fourier lens (26, 26', 64), for phase-
shifting a zero-order light component of said Fourier light image, and
an inverse Fourier lens (30, 68) for undergoing inverse Fourier transform of said Fourier light image to output
said optical image; and
operation controlling means for applying a desired ideal image to be formed as said optical image to a theo-
retical characteristic of said operation optical system, thereby reversely calculating said electric image infor-
mation.

2. An image forming apparatus according to Claims 1, wherein said Fourier lens (26, 26', 64) and inverse Fourier
lens (30, 68) are lenses for two-dimensional Fourier transform.

3. An image forming apparatus according to Claims 1, wherein said Fourier lens (26, 26', 64) is a first lens for one-
dimensional Fourier transform, said inverse Fourier lens (30, 68) is a second lens for one-dimensional inverse
Fourier transform, and a Fourier transform plane of said first lens and an inverse Fourier transform plane of said
second lens are arranged in a same orientation.

4. An image forming apparatus according to Claim 3, wherein a third lens having the same optical characteristics as
said first lens is positioned perpendicular to said first lens.

5. An image forming apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein said phase contrast filter (28, 44, 66) is a transmission
type filter for transmitting said Fourier light image.

6. An image forming apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein said phase contrast filter (28, 44, 66) is a reflection
type filter for reflecting said Fourier light image.

7. An image forming apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein said phase contrast filter (66) has such structure that
a dielectric multiplayer film (66g) having a predetermined light transmittance is interposed between a light modu-
lating material layer (66i) biased at a predetermined voltage and a photoconductor layer (66e) and that said Fourier
light image is made incident to said light modulating material layer (66i) and is reflected by the dielectric multiplayer
film (66g) to be outputted, and

wherein a part of the zero-order light component of said Fourier light image transmitted by said dielectric
multiplayer film (66g) changes an electric characteristic of said photoconductor layer (66e), thereby changing a
birefringence distribution of said light modulating material layer (66i), and said light modulating material layer (66i)
phase-shifts and outputs said Fourier light image reflected by the dielectric multiplayer film (66g).

8. An image forming apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein said operation controlling means comprises:-

evaluation value calculating means (200) for observing the optical image outputted from said inverse Fourier
lens (30, 68) to evaluate conformity between said optical image and said desired ideal image, and
variable control means (100) for variably controlling an optical characteristic of said operation optical system,
based on a result of said evaluation by said evaluation value calculating means (200).

Patentansprüche

1. Bilderzeugungsgerät für das Erzeugen eines zweidimensionalen optischen Bildes auf der Grundlage von elektri-
schen Bildinformationen, das folgendes umfaßt:

ein optisches Betriebssystem, das mindestens folgendes aufweist:
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eine Anzeigevorrichtung (14, 54) vom Lichttransmissionstyp, die auf der Grundlage der elektrischen Bild-
informationen ein diesen entsprechendes zweidimensionales Eingabebild anzeigt,

eine Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (12, 52) für das Abstrahlen von Beleuchtungslicht zum Anzeigebild auf der
Anzeigevorrichtung (14, 54),

leselichterzeugende Mittel (22, 62) für das Emittieren von kohärentem Leselicht,

zweidimensionales räumliches Licht modulierende Mittel (18, 58) vom Typ optische Adresse, die mit einem
zweidimensionalen Intensitätslichtbild bestrahlt werden, das gemäß dem zweidimensionalen Eingabebild
von dem von der Anzeigevorrichtung (14, 54) übertragenen Beleuchtungslicht erzeugt wird, wobei die
räumliches Licht modulierenden Mittel (18, 58) das von den leselichterzeugenden Mitteln (22, 62) abge-
strahlte Leselicht entsprechend einer räumlichen Lichtintensitätsverteilung des zweidimensionalen Inten-
sitätslichtbildes phasenmodulieren um ein zweidimensionales phasenmoduliertes Lichtbild mit einer
räumlichen Lichtintensitätsverteilung auszugeben,

eine Fourier-Linse (26, 26', 64) für das Umwandeln des phasenmodulierten Lichtbildes in ein Fourier-
Lichtbild,

ein auf einer Fourierebene der Fourier-Linse (26, 26', 64) bereitgestelltes Phasenkontrastfilter (28, 44,
66) für das Phasenverschieben einer Lichtkomponente nullter Ordnung des Fourier-Lichtbildes und

eine inverse Fourier-Linse (30, 68), damit das Fourier-Lichtbild einer inversen Fourier-Transformation un-
terworfen und das optische Bild ausgegeben wird; und

Betriebssteuermittel für das Anwenden eines idealen Sollbildes, das als optisches Bild erzeugt werden
soll, auf eine theoretische Kenngröße des optischen Betriebssystems, wodurch die elektrischen Bildin-
formationen rückwärts berechnet werden.

2. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Fourier-Linse (26, 26', 64) und die inverse Fourier-Linse (30,
68) Linsen für eine zweidimensionale Fourier-Transformation sind.

3. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Fourier-Linse (26, 26', 64) eine erste Linse für eine eindimen-
sionale Fourier-Transformation und die inverse Fourier-Linse (30, 68) eine zweite Linse für eine eindimensionale
inverse Fourier-Transformation ist und eine Fourier-Transformationsebene der ersten Linse und eine inverse Fou-
rier-Transformationsebene der zweiten Linse in gleicher Ausrichtung angeordnet sind.

4. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 3, bei dem eine dritte Linse mit den gleichen optischen Eigenschaften wie
die erste Linse senkrecht zur ersten Linse positioniert ist.

5. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das Phasenkontrastfilter (28, 44, 66) ein Filter vom Transmissi-
onstyp für das Durchlassen des Fourier-Lichtbildes ist.

6. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das Phasenkontrastfilter (28, 44, 66) ein Filter vom Reflexionstyp
für das Reflektieren des Fourier-Lichtbildes ist.

7. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das Phasenkontrastfilter (66) eine Struktur besitzt, bei der ein
dielektrischer Mehrschichtenfilm (66g) mit einem vorher festgelegten Lichttransmissionsgrad zwischen einer
Schicht (66i) aus lichtmodulierendem Material, die mit einer vorher festgelegten Spannung vorgespannt ist, und
einer Fotoleiterschicht (66e) angeordnet ist und das Fourier-Lichtbild auf die Schicht (66i) aus lichtmodulierendem
Material einfällt und von dem dielektrischen Mehrschichtenfilm (66g) reflektiert und ausgegeben wird, und
bei dem ein Teil der Lichtkomponente nullter Ordnung des von dem dielektrischen Mehrschichtenfilm (66g) durch-
gelassenen Fourier-Lichtbildes eine elektrische Eigenschaft der Fotoleiterschicht (66e) und dadurch eine Doppel-
brechungsverteilung der Schicht (66i) aus lichtmodulierendem Material verändert und die Schicht (66i) aus licht-
modulierendem Material eine Phasenverschiebung erfährt und das von dem dielektrischen Mehrschichtenfilm
(66g) reflektierte Fourier-Lichtbild ausgibt.

8. Bilderzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Betriebssteuermittel folgendes umfassen:
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Evaluierungswertberechnungsmittel (200) für das Überwachen des von der inversen Fourier-Linse (30, 68)
ausgegebenen optischen Bildes und Evaluieren der Übereinstimmung zwischen dem optischen Bild und dem
idealen Sollbild und

variable Steuermittel (100) für das variable Steuern einer optischen Eigenschaft des optischen Betriebssy-
stems auf der Grundlage eines Ergebnisses der Evaluation durch das Evaluierungswertberechnungsmittel
(200).

Revendications

1. Appareil de formation d'images pour former une image optique bidimensionnelle, sur la base d'informations d'image
électriques, comprenant :

un système optique opérationnel, ledit système optique opérationnel ayant au moins :

un dispositif d'affichage de type à transmission de lumière (14, 4) pour, sur la base desdites informations
d'image électriques, afficher une image d'entrée bidimensionnelle correspondant à celles-ci,
un dispositif d'illumination (12, 52) pour irradier une lumière d'illumination sur l'image affichée sur ledit
dispositif d'affichage (14, 54),
des moyens de génération de lumière lue (22, 62) pour émettre une lumière lue cohérente,
des moyens de modulation de lumière spatiale bidimensionnelle de type à adresse optique (18, 58) irradiés
par une image de lumière d'intensité bidimensionnelle formée conformément à ladite image d'entrée bi-
dimensionnelle par ladite lumière d'illumination transmise par ledit dispositif d'affichage (14, 54), lesdits
moyens de modulation de lumière spatiale (18, 58) modulant la phase de la lumière lue irradiée par lesdits
moyens de génération de lumière lue (22, 62) conformément à la distribution d'intensité de lumière spatiale
de l'image de lumière d'intensité bidimensionnelle pour générer une image de lumière à phase modulée
bidimensionnelle ayant une distribution d'intensité de lumière spatiale,
une lentille de Fourier (26, 26', 64) pour convertir ladite image de lumière à phase modulée en une image
de lumière de Fourier,
un filtre à contraste de phase (28, 44, 66) disposé sur un plan de Fourier de ladite lentille de Fourier (26,
26', 64) pour le déphasage d'une composante de lumière d'ordre zéro de ladite image de lumière de
Fourier, et
une lentille de Fourier inverse (30, 68) pour effectuer une transformée de Fourier inverse de ladite image
de lumière de Fourier pour générer ladite image optique ; et
des moyens de commande opérationnelle pour transmettre une image idéale souhaitée destinée à être
formée en tant que ladite image optique à une caractéristique théorique dudit système optique opération-
nel, de manière à calculer inversement lesdites informations d'image électriques.

2. Appareil de formation d'images selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdites lentille de Fourier (26, 26', 64) et
lentille de Fourier inverse (30, 68) sont des lentilles pour une transformée de Fourier bidimensionnelle.

3. Appareil de formation d'images selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite lentille de Fourier (26, 26', 64) est une
première lentille pour une transformée de Fourier unidimensionnelle, et la lentille de Fourier inverse (30, 68) est
une seconde lentille pour une transformée de Fourier inverse unidimensionnelle, et le plan de transformée de
Fourier de ladite première lentille et le plan de transformée de Fourier inverse de ladite seconde lentille sont
agencés dans la même orientation.

4. Appareil de formation d'image selon la revendication 3, dans lequel une troisième lentille ayant les mêmes carac-
téristiques optiques que ladite première lentille est positionnée perpendiculairement à ladite première lentille.

5. Appareil de formation d'image selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit filtre à contraste de phase (28, 44, 66)
est un filtre de type à transmission pour transmettre ladite image de lumière de Fourier.

6. Appareil de formation d'image selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit filtre à contraste de phase (28, 44, 66)
est un filtre de type à réflexion pour réfléchir ladite image de lumière de Fourier.

7. Appareil de formation d'image selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit filtre à contraste de phase (66) a une
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structure telle qu'un film multicouche diélectrique (66g) ayant une transmittance de lumière prédéterminée soit
intercalée entre une couche de matériau modulateur de lumière (66i) sur la base d'une tension prédéterminée et
une couche de photoconducteur (66e) et cette image de lumière de Fourier est transmise de manière incidente à
ladite couche de matériau modulateur de lumière (66i) et est réfléchie par le film multicouche diélectrique (66g)
pour être transmise, et

dans lequel une partie de la composante de lumière d'ordre zéro de ladite image de lumière de Fourier
transmise par ledit film multicouche diélectrique (66g) modifie une caractéristique électrique de ladite couche de
photoconducteur (66e), de manière à modifier la distribution de biréfringence de ladite couche de matériau mo-
dulateur de lumière (66i) et ladite couche de matériau modulateur de lumière (66i) déphase et transmet ladite
image de lumière de Fourier réfléchie par le film multicouche diélectrique (66g).

8. Appareil de formation d'images selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits moyens de commande opérationnelle
comprennent :

des moyens de calcul de valeur d'évaluation (200) pour observer l'image optique transmise par ladite lentille
de Fourier inverse (30, 68) pour évaluer la conformité entre ladite image optique et ladite image idéale sou-
haitée, et
des moyens de commande variable (100) pour commander de manière variable une caractéristique optique
dudit système optique opérationnel, sur la base du résultat de ladite évaluation par lesdits moyens de calcul
de valeur d'évaluation (200).
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